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Stand Build Graphics Exhibitor Listing No Hassle Power & Lighting

The SEA have teamed up with organisers of

Greenbuild Expo and the Buildings & Energy
Efficiency events to create a Sustainable
Energy Hub at this years event.

SEA members can be part of this feature at

the show and take advantage of reduced

costs and administration whilst collectively

having a greater impact at the event.

For further details please contact Laura Blaj on 0121 709 7740

or email  laura.blaj@sustainableenergyassociation.com

Limited offer, only 8 spaces available Cost £1750.00

mailto:laura.blaj@sustainableenergyassociation.com


Greenbuild Expo is aimed at the built environment
professional designing refurbishing or running domestic
and non-domestic properties.

Running a comprehensive conference programme, featuring
expert speakers from across industry and academia, and an
extensive exhibition of the latest technologies and
materials to achieve a sustainable built environment.

Between 4,000 - 5,000 built environment professionals, at
the forefront of sustainable design, retrofit, building
management and energy efficiency will visit the show.  They
are are responsible for these building types:

● volume housing – councils and housing
associations/developers (not home owners)

● hotels
● leisure
● schools
● retail
● hospitals
● offices
● Businesses

With rising energy bills for businesses, the social housing
sector and new legislation on the horizon for commercial
landlords, we’re looking at energy efficiency in more detail
this year with the new dedicated event Buildings & Energy
Efficiency.

The Buildings & Energy Efficiency event is aimed at the
commercial buildings sector, and will compliment the
Greenbuild event

It has been designed to highlight the technological
developments in building and refurbishment methods when
it comes to energy efficiency.   Examining what can be
achieved, with technical knowledge, successful case studies
and full of advice for those responsible for energy
performance in the running, designing, refurbishing or
building of new premises.

Our target audience comprises

● Architects & Design Consultants (BREEAM)
● Building Services Consultants/Contractors (BREEAM)
● Commercial landlords
● Directors of ESOS relevant companies
● Energy Assessors/Managers
● Energy Management Consultants
● Hard Facilities Management
● Main Contractors (BREEAM)

The event will cover Part L changes, Energy Saving
Opportunities Scheme (ESOS), Minimum Energy
Performance Standards (MEPS), Energy Demand Reduction,
Smart Buildings, Storage and integrated technologies as
well as  fabric and thermal efficiency, lighting and heating.

10th & 11th November - Manchester Central

If you’d like to know more about the event in general please call Chris Eldridge on 07921 677645 or email for
brochures chris@greenbuildexpo.co.uk visit www.greenbuildexpo.co.uk or www.beefficiency.co.uk  Live in April.

● Details as an exhibitor on
website

● Listing as part of Sustainable
Energy Association Hub

● Details and logo in the visitor
guide at the show

● Details in the show preview in
magazines

● Specific email regarding the
SEA Hub, with branding of
supporters and details on what
they will show to c.40,000
email addresses – built
environment professionals,
contractors, public sector etc.

● Opportunity to come together
and be part of a feature at the
show

● Take advantage of bringing
together the power of each
brand and product offering to
collectively have a larger
presence than would be able to
be done individually

● Proper built and finished
exhibition stand

● No hassle of their own health
& safety

● No stand build costs

● Graphics included in cost and
can be taken with them

● Limited form filling –
parking/hotel probably all they
would need

● Easy build up and breakdown
for stand staff, rock up and
everything is done for them

Data

● Data available to partners from
the event (those not opted out)

Benefits of Sustainable Energy Hub include :

Contact Laura Blaj  laura.blaj@sustainableenergyassociation.com
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